About Us - The Scooter Review
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Who am I? Well I'm still trying to find out to be honest. I'm most well known for my series of
performance car DVDs called High Octane which I directed and presented from 2000-2006.
Recently I directed and starred in my first feature film called
You Move You Die
which was released in the USA in March 2008 and will be released in other countries during
2008/2009. This is how I've garnered the aka "Hollywood". Film making is very much my
passion and I'm set to begin shooting my next feature film in March 2009.
Scooters...well I've been riding them constantly for about five years. I couldn't function in this
world without a scooter, they're totally integral to my everyday life. I'm certainly a scooter guy for
life. I'm also a motorcycle rider but do it less frequently than I once did as I have absolutely no
self control. I found myself taking incredible risks with my life and possible jail sentences every
time I rode one. Maybe when I'm older and smarter...not likely then.
Just prior to Christmas 2007 I came up with the idea for this site and together with my three
friends and business partners Jonathan, Vince and Anthony we've made huge progress in a
very short period of time. We were simply amazed to hit 10,000 unique visitors a month in just
ninety days from startup. Our long term target is simple; we want the busiest scooter site on the
face of the earth. It's a lofty goal, but with hard work I'm certain we'll achieve it. My current work
on the website consists of a majority of the reviews, all the photography and cutting the lap
times on our test bikes.

What I'm really looking forward to is the introduction of our WEB TV series which begins filming
in late 08. This video series will be something special, something all manner of people will
enjoy, not just scooter fans. Imagine a combination of Top Gear, High Octane and a scooter
movie...we're certainly going to BLOW UP a lot of stuff. Expect a lot of comedy. I'll be
presenting the show with two other very talented presenters and simply can't wait to show you
all the idiotic things we'll be doing with scooters. I'm sure you'll like it.
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